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Open Lab releases Teamwork 4 - Project Manager
Published on 04/16/09
Open Lab today announced Teamwork 4. This Java web based team work manager software
now
includes Twitter and Google calendar integration, so that one can manage timesheets and
projects while still using favorite software. It is an easy to adopt tool as all members
of the office team will find a dashboard that fits them, and so may help get the group
working together. Power users will find all the tools that are lacking in simple to-do
managers, in a very friendly web environment.
Florence, Italy - Teamwork released version 4: this Java web based team work manager
software now includes Twitter and Google calendar integration, so that one can manage
timesheets and projects while still using favorite software. It is an easy to adopt tool
as all members of the office team will find a dashboard that fits them, and so may help
get the group working together. Power users will find all the tools that are lacking in
simple to-do managers, in a very friendly web environment.
Version 4 includes the classical tools for project management and also a business process
extension. If used for software or "design" development, it covers Subversion integration
and issue tracking. This version has a deeply revised user interface, which keeps
"embracing the web", but empowers the basic URL request - page display cycle with
dynamical web parts that allow in place and multi-line editing, which gives fast reward to
the user; it is also easier to reach information, through silently smart search functions,
group rankings and empowered dashboards.
Other interesting new features are availability of the user interface in German, Spanish,
Portuguese and Italian, not just in English, and extended support for localized data and
interaction with localized external software, such as the different versions of Microsoft
Outlook.
Teamwork user base ranges now from large corporations to small designer teams, and
includes also more and more universities and NGO organizations.
Minimum Requirements:
* Teamwork is made entirely in Java 5, so it runs practically everywhere
* Mac OS X Version 10.4 Tiger or higher
* 40 MB Hard Drive space
Free licenses are available for all reviewers.
Teamwork:
http://www.twproject.com
Download:
http://www.twproject.com/download.page
Feedback:
http://feedback.twproject.com
Prices:
http://www.twproject.com/licensePrices.page
Introduction and documentation:
http://www.twproject.com/documentation.page
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Free licenses:
http://www.twproject.com/teamworkFreeLicense.page

Located in Florence, Italy, Open Lab was founded in 2001 by Pietro Polsinelli and other 3
partners. Open Lab is focused on two aims, developing web applications and supplying
quality design solutions; these two aims often overlap. Web applications and web sites are
produced on a shared platform in Java, AJAX, DHTML and Actionscript; design is structured
in web design, paper design, interfaces, company identities, packaging, animations and all
kinds of creative production. All Material and Software (C) 2001-2009 Open Lab / All
Rights Reserved.
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